gin
Adnams Copper House

Made with six carefully chosen botanicals, Adnams Copper House Dry Gin is elegant and
approachable, classically charged with juniper, rich with floral citrus.

Aviation Gin

Aviation Gin is a Dutch styled and full bodied natural grain spirit. Made with
a ‘botanical democracy’ of juniper, cardamom, coriander, lavender, anise,
sarsaparilla and orange peel.

Bakewell Cherry & Almond

An aromatic craft gin made with just six botanicals. This gin is made in a small
copper pot using traditional English methods stretching back to the early 18th
century. Tastes just like the tart!

Boodles Mulberry

Inspired by tradition sloe berry gins, this American offering is a first of its kind.
The taste combines delicate mulberries with notes of raspberry and currant to
create a sweet and subtle medley. The complexity and balance come from
Boodles’ unique botanicals of rosemary, nutmeg and sage.

Brockmans

Bathtub Gin

An extraordinary award-winning gin made using the traditional cold compounding
method. Pot-stilled in very high-quality copper. Bathtub gin is infused with juniper,
orange peel, coriander, cassia, cloves and cardamom.

XR Boë Violet Gin

Award winning Boe Superior Gin is infused with violets to create a light and stylish
tasting spirit with a beautiful colour and aroma.

Bombay Sapphire

The classic Bombay Sapphire is vaper infused with almond, lemon peel, liquorice,
juniper berries, orris root and grains of paradise.

Broker’s London Gin

Made with the finest herbs, spices and fruit imported from three continents,
Brokers gin is specially blended to be dry, not unlike the British sense of humour.

Buss 509 Pink Grapefruit

Packed with citrus notes, this Buss No.509 Gin features red Californian grapefruit
as a botanical, along with juniper, coriander, liquorice, angelica, vanilla,
cardamom and flavoursome, this Belgian gin would make for a fine aperitif.
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An intensely smooth, premium gin. Brockmans uses naturally grown aromatic
botanicals, steeped in pure grain spirit for many hours to release their oils and
aroma. Distilled in a 100-year-old traditional copper still, but with the aroma of
coriander marrying the softer notes of blackberries and blueberries. Tradition
meets innovation in this little black bottle.

Buss No. 509 Midi Cut

The focus here is on a supreme distillation to channel the many Mediterranean herbal
influences in this subtle spirit that boasts hints of laurel and rosemary. Buss No 509 is
an artisan distilled product. No machines are used, no additives are adde

Buss No 509 Persian Peach

Another exquisite gin of Belgian origin, inspired by passion and knowledge.
Blending the finest herbs and Persian peaches with a premium spirit, to create a
gin that is delightfully full in flavour. Buss No 509 is an artisan distilled product.
No machines are used, no additives are added.

Buss No 509 Rebel Cut

The Rebel Cut is the product of Belgian outfit, Buss, giving their master distiller free
reign of the distillery. Using a healthy dose of botanicals, the result is a unique,
exclusive recipe. It features an excellent alcohol balance with hints of lavender
and white pepper. Buss No 509 is an artisan distilled product. No machines are
used, no additives are added.
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Buss 509 White Rain

Hendrick’s

Chase Dry

Monkey 47

On the nose, White Rain has a lovely rich classical gin aroma. Infused with fresh
juniper, cardamom and nutty hints of vanilla. It gets more contemporary as it
warms, unravelling the complexities therein.

Made from Williams GB single-estate vodka and infused with juniper buds and
berries to ensure the driest gin possible. This is followed by 10 fine botanicals
including; cinnamon, nutmeg, ginger, almond, coriander, cardamom, cloves,
liquorice and lemon. Dry, warm and spicy on the nose. Juniper, dark chocolate
and citrus zest on the palate, followed by notes of cinnamon.

Durham

Distilled under consultation with Durham University Botanical Gardens, the recipe
for this unique gin is kept secret, but uses ingredients sourced from around the
world. Including some traditional flavours like juniper as well as more unusual
ones like pink peppercorns, and using natural spring water from a secret location
in the Durham Dales. This delightful gin might be Durham’s worst kept secret.

Elephant

Made with rare African botanicals. This German engineered gin may have its roots in
South Africa, but its found a home here in Chesterfield. All ingredients are hand-selected,
bottles custom-made, labels hand-written and production efforts controlled by small
batches. Experience this treasure.

Ferdinand’s Saar

Made using carefully hand-picked Riesling grapes from the steep shale slopes of the
Zilliken estate on the grand Saarburger Rausch. With over 30 finely balanced botanicals
and expert craftsmanship, Ferdinand’s Saar guarantees supreme drinking pleasure.

Hendrick’s is the marriage of two different spirits from two rare and unusual stills.
Their wondrous botanical signature consists of flowers, roots, fruits and seeds from
the world over. They function to set the stage for a delicious duet of infusions: rose
petal and cucumber.

An enigmatic blend of great British traditions, the exoticness of India, and the
purity and nativeness of the Black Forest. 47 hand picked ingredients, prepared in
extremely soft spring water, give this gin its unrivalled complexity and quality.

Monkey 47 Schwarzwald Sloe

This is a peppery, tangy, complex spirit made by macerating Black Forest sloes in
spirit for three months. A mix of earthy, tangy juniper with rich, sweet red berries.
Very refined and balanced with hints of almond.

No. 3 London Dry

No. 3 is the London Dry Gin distilled to a proprietary recipe of Berry Bros. &
Rudd, London’s oldest wine and spirit merchant. The Name No. 3 refers to the
address in St. James’ Street, London. Made with six perfectly balanced botanicals
and distilled in traditional copper pot stills, an unashamed celebration of integrity
and character.

Opihr

The heritage of this gin is rooted in the Ancient Spice Root. Traditionally,
merchants would travel thousands of miles along the route, trading exotic spices
and botanicals from distant lands. Opihr Oriental Spiced is crafted with a
selection of exotic hand-picked botanicals including spicy Cubeb Berries from
Indonesia, Black Pepper from India and Coriander from Morocco.

Pickering’s

Heather Rose

The gin is produced in a two-stage process, the first being vapour infusion using
a 500-litre pot still with a botanical basket. Once distilled, this base gin is
compounded with additional delicate botanicals to add more flavour and colour.
This gin takes on a prosecco character when topped up with tonic. Fragrant, floral
and light; sweet yet spicy.
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Marvellously mixed, small batch Edinburgh dry gin, with soft citrus, hints of
cinnamon and delicious nutty notes.

Portobello Road

Generous amounts of juniper up front, met by a sustained, fresh citrus character
from the use of lemon, bitter orange and coriander. This develops into a sweet
peppery finish, achieved using liquorice and nutmeg.
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Buss No 509 Raspberry

The first Belgian gin made with fresh fruits on the market. This fruity number
blends fine herbs with fresh raspberries and premium spirit. Buss No 509 is an
artisan distilled product. No machines are used, no additives are added.

Gordon’s Pink

Inspired by an original Gordon’s recipe from the 1880s. The pink gin is perfectly
crafted to balance the refreshing taste of Gordon’s with the natural sweetness of
raspberries and strawberries, with the tang of redcurrant served up in a unique
blushing tone.

Peaky Blinder Spiced

In England’s famous Black Country, the Sadler family have been purveyors of the
finest beers and spirits since 1900. Over a century’s worth of knowledge and
passion has led the family to create this bold, small batch, handcrafted spiced gin,
blended with exotic spices and botanicals.

Sharish Blue Magic

An other-worldly blend of strawberries, raspberries, cinnamon, cardamom, lemon,
angelica root, ginger, liquorice, coriander seeds and clear juniper. The star of this
gin is a flower named Bluebellvine, giving the gin it’s iconic blue tone. The “magic
touch” comes when tonic is added, and the blue gives way to a light pink.

Warner Edwards Rhubarb
A truly regal gin with real provenance, made using a crop of rhubarb that was
originally grown in the kitchen gardens of Buckingham Palace during the reign of
Queen Victoria. A wonderful British spicy gin with a dominating and robust taste.

Warner Edwards Sloe

Sloe berries are infused for one month in this rich, spicy liqueur that is wonderfully
deep in complexity. An underlying sweetness comes together to give a warm
velvet cacophony of flavour on your palate.

Whitley Neill Blood Orange

This blood orange gin offers a refreshing, intense orange aroma, though not
one-dimensional. There’s intense sweetness, but a touch of waxy orange peel
balancing it out in the background. Hints of liquorice and coriander provide a
smooth finish.
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wein

Taumata Savignon Blanc

175ml

250ml

BTL.

5,60

7,10

20,–

4,85

6,20

18,95

5,60

7,20

20,–

5,35

6,85

19,95

Ohau, New Zealand.

Softly upfront with gooseberry, nettles and a crisp finish

SPARKLING
Prosecco S. Osvaldo Spumante D.O.C.
Veneto, Italy.

175ml

BTL.

4,95

23,95

Light straw-coloured, aromatic, fresh and flowery scent
with apple and citrus fruit scents, delicate and soft taste.

Villa Serena Garganega Pinot Grigio
Veneto, Italy.

Refreshing clean aromas of meadow flowers, citrus,
pear and hints of pineapple.

Picpoul De Pinet Domaine Sainte-Anne

Millevini Grand Rosé Spumante

4,95

Penedes, Spain.

23,95

An intense pink dry wine, displays floral aromas and an
intense bouquet with a crisp freshness with a fine mousse
and a long finish.

Pinet, France.

Dry, fresh and clean with lime and grapefruit notes.

Valdemoro Chardonnay
Valle Central Chile

Moët Impérial

49,–

Champagne, France.
Created from more than 100 different wines, of which
20% to 30% are reserve wines specially selected to
enhance its maturity, complexity and constancy, the
assemblage reflects the diversity and complementarity of
the three grapes varietals.

This wine shows tropical fruit aromas like pineapple
and banana as well as floral notes. Young, fresh,
fruity and balanced on the palate.

Sancerre Domaine Bonnard
Delicious and expressive. Look for lime zest and
minerals, cut grass and a touch of fresh flowers.

Laurent-Perrier Cuvée Rosé

49,–

Champagne, France.

ROSé

This champagne with its distinctive bottle is one for
connoisseurs. Using only Pinot Noir from grand cru
villages and the more unusual soak-on-the-skins method,
it has delicious raspberry and redcurrant flavours.

Willowood Blush Zinfandel
California, U.S.A.

WHITE

175ml

Valdemoro Sauvignon Blanc
Central Valley, Chile.

27,–

Loire Valley, France.

4,60

Crisp and zesty Sauvignon Blanc showing true
gooseberry characteristics with good acidity.
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250ml

5,90

BTL.

17,–

175ml

250ml

BTL.

4,90

6,30

18,95

4,80

6,10

18,50

An intense pink dry wine, displays floral aromas and
an intense bouquet with a crisp freshness with a fine
mousse and a long finish.

Villa Serena Garganega Pinot Grigio Blush
Veneto, Italy.

This wine is a pretty clear salmon colour. A vivid and
fresh nose reminding of our so-called candy Berlingo.
These flavours are still in the mouth, well balanced by
apricot aroma and elegant acidity.
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RED
Valdemoro Merlot

Cachapoal Valley, Chile.

175ml

250ml

BTL.

4,60

5,95

17,–

An intense wine with deep ruby red colour and dark
violet hues. Offers aromas of ripe black fruit, cherry
and mulberry. The mouth feel is young, fruity and
smooth with medium body and a long finish.

Chateau Los Boldos Reserve Carmenere

Bunnahabhain
Glen Grant
4,75

6,20

18,5

Cachapoal Andes, Chile.

5,10

Central Valley, Chile.

6,60

19,–

Evans & Tate ‘The Big Squeeze’ Shiraz
New South Wales, Australia.

The Balvenie

5,25

6,85

20,–

Flying Goose Riesling Q.B.A. Schmitt Sohne
Rheinhessen, Germany.

BTL.

6,35

7,85

22,–

Upfront fruit flavours of peaches and apricots, a wellrounded palate that is soft and rich with a lingering
dry finish.

Dr Scmitt Pinot Noir Q.B.A.
Rheinhessen, Germany.

6,35

7,85

10 Year

4,70

Talisker

4,10

10 Year
Single Barrel

3.90
4,70

10 Year

Macallan Gold

4,10

Gentleman Jack

3,80

Oban

4,70

14 Year

Aberlour

Three Wood

12 Year

4,70
4,70
3,80

10 Year

Chivas Regal

3,80

Monkey Shoulder

3,80

Hudson

Manhattan Rye

5,10

Tincup

American Whiskey

3,40

22,–

Light in colour, with raspberry and cherry fruit. Plenty
of character on a lingering dry finish.
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3,70

Laphroaig

Glenfiddich
250ml

3,90

3,70

Auchentoshan

175ml

Founders Reserve

3,90

Single Grain Scotch

Jura

Ripe and intensely flavoured fruit was matured in fine
grained oak barrels before extended maturation to
create a mouth-filling combination of plum, currant
flavours and subtle earthy complexity.

Deutsche weins

14 Year Caribbean Cask

3,90

Haig Club

Jack Daniels

An violet colour, with aromas that reveal cherry and
plum underscored by a delicate touch of vanilla. Soft,
medium bodied and round.

12 Year Single Malt

16 Year

The Glenlivet

Intense and deep red. Aromas of ripe red and black
fruits, with notes of black pepper and chocolate.
Fruity, well structured, with round and powerful
tannins and a persistent ending.

La Poderosa Malbec

whisky/whiskey
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Bier

PREMIUM whiskey
Glenfiddich 21Year

7,90

This expression spends four months finishing in Gran Reserva Caribbean rum
barrels which gives its distinctive and complex flavour. Experience an intense and
vanilla sweet aroma, floral with hints of banana, followed by a soft, lively taste
with lime, ginger and spice and a complex and exceptionally long ending.

Glenmorangie Signet

Ultra premium with a unique embossed bottle. Dark amber in colour, a
powerful nose with caramel aromas, full flavours and well rounded from its 35
days of brewing and conditioning. Guaranteed to satisfy the most demanding
of palates.

8,50

A delicious no-age-statement dram from Glenmorangie. Although the exact
production method of this whisky is a secret, we do know that this is a blend of
fine, 30 year old whiskies. Some of the spirit in Signet has been made using a
unique heavily roasted chocolate malt that really adds to the rich flavours.

The Macallan Fine Oak 18 Year

Matured in sherry and bourbon casks, the Macallan Fine Oak 12 year old has a
rich straw colour with a complex aroma of heather honey and just a hint of fruit
which is balanced on the palate, with a lingering orange zest finish.

Alhambra Reserva

Amstel

Netherlands, 4.1%

Clean, crisp and medium-bodied with a balanced, bitter after taste. A classic
pilsner made for relaxed drinking.

Anchor Liberty Ale
8,70

United States, 5.9%

First introduced in 1975, Liberty Ale is brewed using a top-fermenting ale
yeast, which is responsible for many of its subtle flavours and characteristics.
Dry hopping imparts a unique aroma to the great ale.

Anchor Steam Beer

United States, 4.8%

Orange-amber in colour and with an ale-like fruitiness, Steam is the trademark beer
of Anchor Brewing. The hop finish is sharp and appetising. This is a world ‘classic’
beer with a brewing process like no other. The original American craft beer.

Asahi

Japan, 5.0%

With its refreshing barley flavor and crisp aftertaste, Asahi Super Dry is by far
the most popular high-quality beer in Japan. Since its debut in 1987 as Japan’s
first dry beer, it has continued to improve the taste and excitement of beer. Its
taste has set a new standard that is acknowledged around the world today.

Bacchus Framboisek

Belgium, 5.0%

Belgium brewed by Van Honesbrouck from lngelmunster in Belgium, these
beers are based on Bacchus, their famed red-style beet within the local region.
Light and fresh with a sparkling zest. Raspberry adds to the fruity experience.
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Bacchus Kriek

Belgium, 5.0%

Blanche De Bruxelles

Belgium, 5.0%

Brewed by Van Honesbrouck from Ingelmunster in Belgium, these beers are
based on Bacchus, their famed red-style beer within the local region. Light
and refreshing with a spritzy tartness. A burst of cherry gives an intensely
fruity beer.

Brewed by the Lefebvre brewery just south of Brussels, this beer named after
the city is a light, fruity wheat beer with a lightly spiced nose and a natural
cloudiness from yeast left in suspension. Although soft and smooth on the
palate, this well-balanced white beer is very fresh.

Bangla Beer

Blue Moon

Bangladesh, 4.8%

Bangla beer is a specially created brew with a rich, full-flavoured and
smooth taste. Excellent paired with spicy foods.

Becks
The world’s No. 1 German beer. True to its original recipe since, Beck’s
has been brewed in the same way using four key natural ingredients for
more than 140 years. The hops used to brew Beck’s today still come from
the Hallertau region, and every bottle of Beck’s is brewed according to the
uncompromising German Reinheitsgebot (Purity Law).

Beerlao

Laos, 5.0%

A 5% rice beer with an arrestingly crisp - yet smooth - finish. Its light golden
colour and great body marries itself perfectly with Asian style cooking and
fiery spices. It also has the effortless, authentic, quirky style that is gaining
followers who just want to drink a good quality beer with friends. A perfect
serve for any occasion.

Birra Morena

Italy, 5.2%

Birra Morena offers a genuine premium alternative to Peroni and Moretti
for the UK consumer. Of genuine Italian provenance, the Drive Beer
Brewery in Basilicata is one of a handful of wholly owned independent
Italian Brewers left. Therefore you can be sure the product quality is second
to none; after all, the Tarricone family honour is at stake.

Birra Moretti

Italy, 4.6%

Light-bodied with a moderate bitterness and a soft, balanced texture. Straw-coloured
with a delicate malt flavour making it the perfect accompaniment to any meal.

Bitburger Drive Germany, Alcohol-Free

The impressive taste is due to the unique way in which Bitburger Drive
Alkoholfrei is produced. It is brewed in exactly the same way as the full
strength Bitburger Pilsner, only when the beer has matured completely is the
alcohol removed.
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United States, 5.4%

Brewed with oats for creaminess and spiced with the perfect combination of
orange peel and coriander, Blue Moon is a refreshing, full-bodied beer at
5.0%, but with a twist all of its own. Served with a slice of orange to bring out
the unique citrus flavours, Blue Moon is a product of pure creativity.

Brahma

Brazil, 4.3%

Brahma was created by Joseph Villager in 1888. It embodies ‘Ginga’ - Brazilian
philosophy and approach to life that fuses creativity and ingenuity: to live life
with effortless flair. One of the most popular brands in Brazil. A distinctive, easydrinking, light lager with a premium taste, fruity aroma and no aftertaste.

Brewdog 5am Saint

United Kingdom, 5.0%

A robust red ale hopped to the brink and back with some of our favourite north
American hops and featuring a rich, roasty base of speciality malts. The nose is a
riot of citrus and berry aromas, from orange and lychee to redcurrant. On the
palate there is a burnt sugar sweetness and a dry, fruity finish.

Brewdog Dead Pony Club

United Kingdom, 3.8%

This Californian-style pale ale is light, aromatic and zesty but weighs in at only
3.8%. Inspired by U.S. pale ales, Dead Pony Club delivers a low amplitude,
high voltage hop hit. Big citrusy aromas of lime zest and lemon against a light
caramel malt backbone, and resinous hop aromas follow.

Brewdog Punk I.P.A.

United Kingdom, 5.6%

This 5.6% transatlantic fusion I.P.A. is light golden in colour with tropical fruits
and light caramel on the nose. The finish is aggressive and dry with the hops
emerging over the warming alcohol.

Brooklyn Brown Ale

United States, 5.6%

An award-winning beer based on the English brown ale style. First brewed as
a holiday special but now available all year. Brooklyn Brown Ale uses classic
styles English brewing styles and then adds an American accent in the form of
a firm hop character and roasty palate.
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Brooklyn Lager

United States, 5.2%

New York’s ‘Home Town’ beer, brewed to a pre-prohibition recipe. This dryhopped, fresh, flowery, flavourful lager is one of the world’s new classic brews.
Darker in colour and brewed in the Vienna Style, this beer is not to be missed.

Brugse Zot Blonde

Belgium, 6.0%

A great beer, which goes well with most dishes as it brings refreshment and
cleansing of the palate. A fruity dryness and conservative use of hops result in
the lack of an outspoken bitterness.

Budvar Czech Beer

Czech Republic, 5.0%

This pale-golden beer has 21 units of bitterness, and an aroma of toasted malts
with a dash of vanilla and aromatic hops. It is rich and rounded to the taste with a
biscuity malt and gentle hop bitterness, ending with a delicate note of apple.

Casablanca Beer

Morocco, 5.0%

Casablanca has a perfect balance of malt sweetness with a clean finish. Of a pale
straw colour, its taste contains hints of ever-popular malted grain and bread.

Chimay White Cap

Belgium, 5.0%

Golden in colour with a slightly hazy appearance, the beer has fruity notes of
Muscat and raisins, which gives it a particularly attractive aroma. This aroma
complements the touch of bitterness; there is no acidity, but an aftertaste,
which melts in the mouth.

Cobra

India, 4.8%

Using the finest natural ingredients and a traditional Indian blend of barley
malt and yeast, with maize, hops, rice and wheat. Cobra is an extra smooth
and less gassy beer, quite unlike any other.

Coopers Pale Ale

Australia, 4.5%

With its fruity and floral character, balanced with a crisp bitterness, Coopers
Pale Ale has a compelling flavour which is perfect for every occasion.
Naturally fermented in the Burton-upon-Trent style, a secondary fermentation
creates the trademark sediment that gives this pale its fine cloudy appearance.
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Coopers Sparkling Ale Australia, 5.8%

Coopers Sparkling Ale is brewed naturally by the centuries-old top fermentation
method, just as it was in the beginning by Thomas Cooper. This beer displays a
solid head and a distinctive, full-bodied flavour.

Duvel

Belgium, 8.3%

The classic golden ale with the large creamy head. A subtle fruitiness and
delicate taste will lead you into temptation! Duvel means Devil in Flemish and
the beer is certainly sinfully deceptive; one of the world’s great beers.

Erdinger Alkohlfrei

Germany, Alcohol-Free

Erdinger Alkoholfrei not only tastes fantastic, but is also healthy – thanks to
the vitamins B12 and folic acid, as well as the polyphenols it contains. It retains
it’s full-bodied and refreshing taste while being made exclusively from natural
ingredients.

Erdinger Dunkel

Germany, 5.3%

A very clean tasting beer, dark in colour, with a hint of chocolate and
displaying fine acidity, the finish is suitably crisp.

Erdinger Hefe-Weizen

Germany, 5.3%

A light fruity wheat beer that is less spicy than many other wheat beers. The
brewery only produces wheat beer and all their brews use an unusually low
protein wheat which gives the finished beer a soft, clean tasting character.

Estrella Damm

Spain, 4.6%

Rich and golden in colour with toasty, pale malt and grain aromas. A crisp
entry leads to a smooth, clean, medium-bodied pale malt palate with honeyed
wheat toast and citrus hops. Finishes with a long and crisp fade of bittering
hops. A great food lager. Remarkably rich and crisp.

Fat Yak Pale Ale Australia, 5.8%

Fat Yak first impresses with its golden colour and distinctive, hop driven, fruity and
herbaceous aromas. Characteristic passionfruit and melon notes, followed by a hit
of hop flavour at the finish. The taste is refreshingly clean on the palate.
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Flying Dog Pale Ale

United States, 5.5%

A brilliant amber in colour, dry hopped with buckets full of Cascades for
an unrivalled hop flavour and aroma. This is a true representation of an
American-style pale ale.

Flying Dog Raging Bitch

United States, 8.3%

Flying Dog’s 20th Anniversary beer is an American I.P.A. augmented with Belgian
yeast. Raging Bitch is dangerously drinkable and has a delicate hop bitterness.

Früh Kolsch

Hoegaarden

Belgium, 5.0%

The brand’s unique appearance is mirrored by its one-of-a-kind taste; a sweet
and sour beer with a little bitterness. Slightly spicy, with a strong touch of
coriander and a hint of orange - perfect for warm summer days. Refreshing, a
little quirky, and decidedly different - naturally.

Jack Daniel’s Tennessee Cider

United States, 5.5%

A crisp apple cider with Jack Daniel’s Tennessee Whiskey, expertly blending
something that is not only distinctively refreshing, but also unmistakably Jack to
the core. Crisp with a finish of light spice, caramel and a hint of vanilla, this is
a one-of-a-kind flavor that stays true to the innovative spirit of Mr. Jack.

Germany, 4.8%

A dangerously drinkable beer with an unsurpassed balance in KOlsch beer of
malt and soft delicate hops. Pale gold in colour with a good lasting head, the
hoppy, dry finish is from using Hallertau and Tettnang hops.

Fruli Strawberry Beer

Belgium, 4.1%

A high-quality Belgian white beer blended with pure fruit juice. This
complements the zesty fruitiness of the wheat beer, and the result is a fullstrength, soft and refreshing taste that is simply delicious and easy to drink.

Goose Island Honker’s Island

United States, 4.3%

Inspired by visits to English country pubs, Honker’s Ale combines a fruity hop
aroma with a rich malt middle to create a perfectly balanced beer. Immensely
drinkable, Honker’s Ale is not only the beer you can trust but one you’ll look
forward to time and again.

Keo Beer

Kingfisher

United States, 5.0%

Goose Island India Pale Ale recalls to a time when ales shipped from England
to India were highly hopped to preserve their distinct taste during the long
journey. The result is a hop lover’s dream with a fruity aroma, set off by a dry
malt middle, and long hop finish.

India, 4.8%

A clean, refreshing lager, bursting with hops, filling the mouth with citrus and
herbs in an intensity of flavour, which is not overwhelmed by hot and spicy food.

Krombacher Pils

Germany, 4.8%

Krombacher is a premium quality pilsner. Light, grassy, aromatic hops are
balanced by a hint of sweetness from the malt; the body is full and dry with a
distinct crispness on the finish.

Kwak
Goose Island I.P.A.

Cyprus, 4.5%

Keo is an exceptional lager-type beer, brewed from the finest malt and the
choicest hops. Long matured, bottled fresh and unpasteurised to retain its
natural flavour and aroma.

Belgium, 8.4%

Kwak is a dark, warming beer with liquorice-like flavours and a slightly spicy
character. The bitterness always remains in the background - but in the end emerges delicately.

La Chouffe

Belgium, 8.0%

La Chouffe is an unfiltered blond beer which is refermented both in the bottle and
in barrels. It is pleasantly fruity, spiced with coriander and tinged with hops.
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Leffe Brune

Belgium, 5.9%

The immediate impression of this wonderful multi-awardwinning India Leffe
Brune is an authentic abbey beer. Both its deep, dark brown colour and its
full, slightly sweet flavour can be ascribed to the use of darkly roasted malt,
making every sip just as exceptional as the last.

Liefmans Frutesse

Belgium, 4.2%

A unique, fresh beer blend which matures for 18 months on cherries in the
Liefmans cellars, combining the natural juices of strawberry, raspberry, cherry,
blueberry and juniper berry.

Lindeboom

Netherlands, 5.0%

A mostly bitter mix of herbal hops and malt with a nose of malt and sweetcorn
and malt, Lindeboom is a high quality, very drinkable fruity pilsner with a dry,
lime-like hoppiness to finish.

Lindemans Kriek

Spain, 5.5%

Mahou is a deep blonde Spanish Pils style lager, with a well-defined aroma,
a well-balanced hoppy, zesty, full bodied flavour, and a soft lingering finish. It
goes well with Spanish tapas food, as often consumed in its native Madrid.

Mardesous 10 Tripel

Belgium, 10.0%

A golden-bodied Belgian Triple with a creamy body and luscious head.
Containing a strong alcohol content, complete with a balanced, long and
warming finish.

Menabrea

Belgium, 3.6%

Mongozo Mango

Belgium, 3.6%

This Belgian wit beer from the heroes that make Delirium Tremens is blended
with banana juice to make for a slightly sweet but well-balanced beer with a
gorgeous aromatic banana flavour.

Mongozo Mango uses ingredients purchased from farmers in developing
countries for a fair price and contributes to the improvement of living
and working conditions, so beer lovers can now enjoy beer in a socially
responsible way! It has the sweet, refreshing flavour of fresh mangos and is a
light easy drinking beer.

Moosehead

Canada, 5.0%

Moosehead lager is a golden lager that is light in body and highly refreshing.
Offering a fine balance between malt sweetness and hop bitterness. Made
from an age-old yeast culture. Moosehead lager is brewed longer to impart its
unique flavour.

Belgium, 3.5%

Cherries, local to the area surrounding the brewery, give a pronounced
flavour and almondy dryness. A sharp, though not sour, commercial filtered
kriek to quench a summer thirst.

Mahou

Mongozo Banana

Italy, 4.8%

Menabrea is matured gently in the perfect temperature of cave cellars for a
taste of superior clarity. This pale lager is well balanced between citrus, bitter
tones and floral, fruity undertones giving a consistent and refined flavour.
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Mythos

Greece, 5.0%

The most famous Hellenic beer. With a rich head, bright-golden colour and
pleasant refreshing taste, Mythos guarantees pleasure for every occasion.

Peroni Nastro Azzurro

Italy, 5.1%

Crisp and lightly sparkling, its unique taste is refreshing and dry with a clearcut, clean character. Peroni illustrates ‘Italian Style’ applied to beer - and is
currently the No. I Italian lager.

Pilsner Urquell

Czech Republic, 4.4%

The Original Pilsner. First brewed in 1842 and still brewed in Plzen. It gives a sparkling
hit on the tip of the tongue, with its honey, nutty flavour. Its malty toasted grain
character is balanced by warm caramel, with subtle sweetness in a creamy body.

Red Stripe Long Neck

Jamaica, 4.7%

Red Stripe is compact and golden-hued, leaving a lemon impressions on the
palate. It is rooty with a fresh, earthy aroma and a mellow, unruffled sweetness.
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Rochefort 10

Belgium, 11.3%

Trappiste de Rochefort are top-fermented, bottle-conditioned beers, brewed within
the Saint-Remy Abbey in Rochefort, Belgium. A world class beer!

Sagres

Sierra Nevada Pale Ale

United States, 5.6%

This is a deep-coloured, exceptional full-bodied beer; a pioneer of its style
which is characterised by the generous use of Cascade hops, producing a
complex citrus and spicy flavour with a fragrant bouquet.

Portugal, 5.0%

Sagres is the most popular beer from Portugal. Since 1940, Central de
Cervejas has been producing Sagres beer from 100% natural ingredients with
no additives or preservatives.

Samuel Adams

Thailand, 5.0%

United States, 4.8%

America’s Number One craft beer. A legend in its homeland, which unusually
combines the flavour of an ale with the refreshing taste of a lager. First
brewed in Boston, Massachusetts in 1984, Samuel Adams was hailed as ‘The
Best Beer in America’ two years later.

Schlenkerla Rauchbier Weizen

Spitfire

United Kingdom, 4.5%

Softly bitter with a deep, fruity tang, this classic well-rounded Kentish ale
combines mellow malt with a trio of aromatic English hop varieties, all sprung
from the garden of England.

Germany, 5.2%

This classic, magnificent tasting beer has a distinct aroma through its palate to
a clean, dry finish. A wonderful smoked flavour, which may come as a bit of a
shock at first!

Schlösser Alt

Singha Beer

Singha Beer is a barley malt beer which is distinctly rich in taste with strong hop
characters. Brewed from the finest ingredients, Singha Beer is a genuine import.

Staropramen

Czech Republic, 5.0%

The pleasantly smooth taste and well-rounded flavour of Staropramen rewards
your palate with a soft malty flavour, before finishing off with gentle bitterness.

Germany, 4.8%

Literally translated to “old castles,” Schlôsser Alt is the quintessential
Düsseldorf Altbier. A well-balanced, bitter yet malty German ale this beer is
clean and smooth with nutty flavours and a rather dry finish.

Schneider Weiss

Germany, 5.4%

A rich and full-bodied wheat beer, with an ambermahogany colouring and
streaked with fine topfermenting yeast, this beer has a fine, persistent head
that adheres well to the glass. A uniquely satisfying experience, very full
flavoured and spicy.

Schneiderweiss Aventinus

Germany, 8.2%

Dark-ruby and almost black coloured, Aventinus has a compact and persistent
head. Very intense with a complex, spicy chocolate-like aroma, the palate
experiences a complex soft touch-fresh with a hint of caramel. It finishes in a
rich, soft and lightly bitter impression.
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Tiger Beer

Singapore, 4.8%

Launched in 1932, Tiger Beer is a pale lager beer, internationally renowned
for its taste and quality. Every Tiger goes through a strict brewing process
which takes over 500 hours and uses only the finest quality ingredients from
Australia and Europe. The result is the intensely refreshing, full-bodied taste of
one the world’s leading contemporary beer brands.

Timmermans Peche

Made by adding 100% natural peach flavouring to lambic fermenting in oak
barrels. This beers characteristic aroma is very pleasant on the nose and it has
a velvety flavour and a creamy foam. Timmermans Peche is a very fruity drink,
very easy on the palate, to be drunk with a smile on ones lips.
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Timmermans Strawberry

Belgium, 4.0%

Refreshment is what this Belgian beer is all about. A lusciously fruity drink
packed with strawberries both in aroma and taste, and with just a little tartness
to counter the full sweetness. Delicious!

Timothy Taylor’s Landlord

China, 4.8%

Tsingtao Beer has a pleasant aroma and a well-balanced taste.
It has a malty flavour and well-hopped character, and is pale gold in colour.

Vedett Extra Blonde

Belgium, 5.2%

This anarchic, alternative and trendy beer is a light, well hopped, bottomfermented Belgian Blond Pilsner at 5.2%. Brewed using only natural
ingredients and hopped with Saaz for more for aroma than bitterness, it
has a lighter body with a crispier carbonation, flowery aroma and a clear
appearance. Vedett translates literally as ‘Star’ in Flemish and French. Easy
drinking and refreshing with a sweet, bitter taste and fruity, hoppy flavour.

Vedett Extra White

Belgium, 4.7%

Vedett Extra White is a highly refreshing Belgian white beer. Revel in the
refreshing citrus aromas with touches of coriander. Drink as you feel the
fullness of the smooth grainy texture. Savour the subtle sweetness of the
slightly perfumed, honey-like finish. A great beer.

Vedett I.P.A.

Belgium, 6.0%

Vedett I.P.A. has mild bitterness which increases in intensity, revealing hints of
grapefruit in the finish before giving rise to sweeter caramel notes. Vedett IPA
has a superb finish with a long-lasting, dry aftertaste that continues to tantalise
the taste buds.

Weihenstephaner Hefe

A clear, golden yellow with a fruity aroma and nuanced hop scent; an
exceptional beer, with a great deal of finesse and elegance.

United Kingdom, 4.1%

A classic, strong pale ale. Landlord has won more awards in the UK than any
other beer. Refreshingly reliable, nationally renowned, this full-drinking pale
ale has a complex and hoppy aroma.

Tsingtao Beer

Westmalle Tripel Belgium, 9.5%

gluten-frei bier
Brewdog Vagabond Pale

United Kingdom, 4.5%

A kick-ass, hop-forward pale ale, that just so happens to be gluten free.
Vagabond Pale Ale melds citms aod tropical hop flavours with a light
caramel malt base, backed up with a raucously resinous bitterness.
Brewed using 100% malted barley, American hop varieties, pure
Scottish water and our clean-fermenting house yeast, Vagabond is
missing only one thing - Gluten.

Daura Damm

Spain, 5.4%

The gluten-free beer Daura Damm has won this 2013, for the third
consecutive year, the “Superior taste” award of the International Taste
& Quality Institute of Brussels and the Gold Medal at the World Beer
Championships for second one, a Gold Medal at the International Beer
Challenge and the World’s Best Gluten-free Lager Award at the World
Beer Awards by The Beverage Testing Institute.

Peroni Gluten-Free

Italy, 5.1%

Peroni’s Italian brew masters have perfected a new gluten-free recipe
for Italy’s most iconic beer - without compromising on taste. Peroni
Nastro Azzurro Gluten Free has the same delicate balance of bitterness
and citrus aromatic notes as Peroni Nastro Azzurro, as well as the
trademark refreshing, clean finish.

Mongozo Premium Pilsner
Germany, 5.4%

A naturally cloudy, classic wheat beer with a rich, yeasty flavour. Pairs very
well with light foods which are not too strongly flavoured.
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Belgium, 5.0%

The world’s first organic, gluten-free and Fairtrade lager.
The beer has a mild, slightly bitter, hoppy flavour and is easy and
refreshing to drink. The beer is brewed using only high-grade, certifiedorganic barley malt, rice and hops. The rice used also has Fairtrade
certification.
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hot drinks

bar snacks

Tea

1,50

Fruit & Herbal Tea

1,60

Americano

1,70

Espresso

1,50

Cappuccino

2,30

Latte

2,30

Go large for 50p

Mocha

2,50

Hot Chocolate

Go large for 50p

Ultimate Hot Chocolate

Add cream and marshmallows for 30p

Haus Flavourings:

2,10
2,70
– ,40

Vanilla, Cinnamon, Pear, Ginger, Caramel, Hazelnut, Mint

käseplatte

4.95

Our chef’s selection of European and locally-sourced cheeses,
accompanied by pickles, toasts, crackers and a salad garnish.

fleisch platte

5.95

A selection of imported speciality meats, accompanied by
toasts, pickles and mustards.

fleisch und käserplatte

6.95

A selection of European and locally-sourced cheeses, imported
speciality meats. accompanied by toasts, crackers, pickled
onions and mustards.

regular pretzel

2.50

A baked pretzel topped with cheese and served
with mustard dips.

haus specialities
Hazenut Mocha

2,50

Vanilla Latte

2,50

Gingerbread Hot Chocolate

2,50

Liquor Coffees

3,95

Iced Latte

3,00

Choice of: Jamesons, Baileys, Cointreau, Disaronno, Asbach Brandy
Many varieties available. Just ask your server.

NEED AN EXTRA BOOST?

ADD AN EXTRA SHOT OF ESPRESSO FOR 75p
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